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ON WIDMER’S CRITERIA FOR THE NORTHCOTT PROPERTY

SARA CHECCOLI AND ARNO FEHM

Abstract. Recently, Widmer introduced a new sufficient criterion for the Northcott property
on the finiteness of elements of bounded height in infinite algebraic extensions of number fields.
We provide a simplification of Widmer’s criterion when the extension is abelian, and use this to
exhibit fields with the Northcott property that do not satisfy Widmer’s new criterion. We also
show how the construction of pseudo algebraically closed fields with the Northcott property,
carried out in previous work using the first version of Widmer’s criterion, can be simplified.

1. Introduction

Let h denote the absolute logarithmic Weil height on the field Q of algebraic numbers. A
subfield L of Q has the Northcott property if for every B > 0 the set of α ∈ L with h(α) < B is
finite. This property was initially introduced and explored by Bombieri and Zannier in [BZ01].
While its validity for number fields follows from a celebrated result of Northcott, establishing
it for infinite extensions of the rationals remains a challenging task. A comprehensive survey
on the Northcott property, including its connections to algebraic dynamics and decidability in
logic, can be found in [Wid23].

A first example of an infinite algebraic extension of Q with the Northcott property was given
by Bombieri and Zannier [BZ01, Theorem 1], who showed that for any positive integer d and
any number field K, the compositum K

(d)
ab of all abelian extensions of K of degree at most d has

the Northcott property. A general sufficient criterion was subsequently introduced by Widmer
in [Wid11, Theorem 3]: He demonstrated that the Northcott property holds for the union of
an infinite tower of number fields, whenever the relative discriminants have sufficiently rapid
growth at each non-trivial step within the tower. This enabled him to provide new examples
of fields with the Northcott property that were not accounted for in the result of Bombieri and
Zannier.

Already Bombieri and Zannier in [BZ01] had given a general sufficient condition for the
Northcott property for algebraic extensions of Q, based on the splitting of primes, but they
speculated that their criterion might be satisfied only for number fields. In [CF21, Theorem 1.5],
the authors of the present paper constructed examples of infinite algebraic extensions of Q not
contained inK(d)

ab to which this criterion of Bombieri and Zannier can be applied, while Widmer’s
criterion cannot.

Very recently, Widmer in [Wid23] introduced an improved version of his criterion and proved
that it not only implies the result from [Wid11] but also applies to K(d)

ab . To state Widmer’s
result we need to introduce some notation. For M/K an extension of number fields, let DM/K

denote the relative discriminant and NM/K the relative norm, and

γ(M/K) = sup
F/K finite

NF/Q(DMF/F )
1

[MF :Q][MF :F ] ,

where MF is the compositum in Q. Widmer’s new criterion is the following:

Theorem 1 ([Wid23, Theorem 8]). Let K be a number field and let L be an infinite algebraic
extension of K. Suppose that

(1.1) lim inf
K⊆M⊂L

γ(M/K) =∞

where M runs over all number fields in L containing K. Then L has the Northcott property.
1
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The first aim of the present note is to show how to slightly simplify Widmer’s criterion
in certain situations. More precisely in Section 2, Corollary 5, we prove that if M/K is a
Galois extension, to compute γ(M/K) it is enough to consider the supremum only over finite
extensions F of K that are contained in M , rather than over all finite extensions of K. This
can simplify the verification of the failure of assumption (1.1) in Theorem 1 in certain cases,
for instance when L/K is abelian (as in several results in [BZ01] and [CF21]).

In Section 3 we then use Corollary 5 to show that our construction from [CF21] resists
even the new criterion of Widmer, confirming the criterion from [BZ01] as the only alternative
method for establishing the Northcott property that is currently known:

Theorem 2. The infinite Galois extensions with the Northcott property L/Q constructed in
[CF21, Theorem 1.5] do not satisfy condition (1.1) of Theorem 1 for any number field K ⊆ L.

Finally, we revisit the connection between the Northcott property and PAC (pseudo al-
gebraically closed) fields, i.e., fields over which every geometrically irreducible variety has a
rational point. Motivated by a question of Amoroso, David and Zannier [ADZ14], the sec-
ond author of this paper constructs in [Feh18] PAC fields with the Northcott property using
the criterion from [Wid11]. In Section 4, we demonstrate how this construction can be made
to work without Widmer’s criterion, thereby simplifying it significantly. This result stands
independently, and its proof is not reliant on Sections 2 and 3.

2. Simplifying the criterion for Galois extensions

Let M/K be a finite extension of number fields. Recall from the introduction that we denote
by DM/K its relative discriminant and by NM/K the relative norm. Morever, OM denotes the
ring of integers and ∆M the absolute discriminant of M . Given another number field F let

γM(F ) = NF/Q(DMF/F )
1

[MF :Q][MF :F ] .

We define the quantity
γ(M/K) = sup

F/K finite
γM(F ),

as in [Wid23, formula (1.4)] and the new quantity

γ′(M/K) = sup
F/K finite
F⊆M

γM(F ).

We will need the following result that can be found in [Tôy55] and is recalled here for clarity:

Lemma 3. Let K be a number field and let L/K and L′/K be two finite extensions. Then
DLL′/K divides the product

D
[LL′:L]
L/K ·D[LL′:L′]

L′/K .

Proof. We denote by δL/K the different ideal of L/K. For any finite extension M/K, δM/K is
generated by all the f ′a(a) where a ∈ OM generates M/K and fa(x) ∈ OK [x] is its minimal
polynomial, see [Neu99, Thm. III.2.5]. So since L = K(a) implies LL′ = L′(a) and the minimal
polynomial of a over L′ divides the minimal polynomial of a over K, we obtain that δL/K ⊆
δLL′/L′ . Thus, δLL′/L′ divides δL/KOLL′ . So since δLL′/K = δLL′/L′δL′/K by the multiplicativity of
differents ([Neu99, Prop. III.2.2(i)]), δLL′/K divides δL/KδL′/KOLL′ . As the norm of the different
is the discriminant ([Neu99, Thm. III.2.9]), we obtain that DLL′/K = NLL′/K(δLL′/K) divides

NLL′/K(δL/KδL′/KOLL′) = D
[LL′:L]
L/K D

[LL′:L′]
L′/K ,

cf. [Neu99, Prop. III.1.6(i),(ii)]. �

Proposition 4. Let M and F be two number fields which are linearly disjoint over their inter-
section M ∩ F . Then γM(F ) ≤ γM(M ∩ F ).
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Proof. Let E = M ∩ F . We will use several times that for number fields K ⊆ L,

(2.1) |∆L| = |NK/Q(DL/K)| · |∆K |[L:K],

cf. [Neu99, Cor. III.2.10]. In particular,

γM(F ) =
|∆MF |

1
[MF :Q][MF :F ]

|∆F |
1

[MF :Q]

,(2.2)

γM(E) =
|∆M |

1
[M :Q][M :E]

|∆E|
1

[M :Q]

.(2.3)

By Lemma 3, DMF/E divides D[MF :M ]
M/E ·D[MF :F ]

F/E , so by the multiplicativity of norms we get

|NE/Q(DMF/E)| ≤ |NE/Q(DM/E)|[MF :M ] · |NE/Q(DF/E)|[MF :F ].

Thus

|∆MF |
(2.1)
= |NE/Q(DMF/E)| · |∆E|[MF :E]

≤ |NE/Q(DM/E)|[MF :M ] · |NE/Q(DF/E)|[MF :F ] · |∆E|[MF :E]

=
(
|NE/Q(DM/E)| · |∆E|[M :E]

)[MF :M ] · |NE/Q(DF/E)|[MF :F ]

(2.1)
= |∆M |[MF :M ] · |NE/Q(DF/E)|[MF :F ]

(2.1)
=

|∆M |[MF :M ] · |∆F |[MF :F ]

|∆E|[MF :E]
.

Therefore

γM(F )
(2.2)
=

|∆MF |
1

[MF :Q][MF :F ]

|∆F |
1

[MF :Q]

≤
(
|∆M |[MF :M ] · |∆F |[MF :F ]

|∆E|[MF :E]

) 1
[MF :Q][MF :F ]

· 1

|∆F |
1

[MF :Q]

(∗)
=

|∆M |
1

[M :Q][M :E]

|∆E|
1

[E:Q][M :E]

(2.3)
= γM(E)

where in (∗) we used that [MF : F ] = [M : E] since M and F are linearly disjoint over E. �

Corollary 5. Let K be a number field and M/K a finite Galois extension. Then γ′(M/K) =
γ(M/K).

Proof. As M/K is Galois, given a finite extension F/K, M and F are linearly disjoint over
M ∩F (see for instance [FJ08, Cor. 2.5.2]), so by Proposition 4 we have γM(F ) ≤ γM(M ∩F ).
Thus

γ(M/K) = sup
F/K finite

γM(F ) = sup
F/K finite
F⊆M

γM(F ) = γ′(M/K). �

3. An example to which the criterion does not apply: proof of Theorem 2

We start with a result providing an upper bound for the quantity γ′ in certain situations. We
then apply this to our construction from [CF21, Theorem 1.5].

Proposition 6. Let (pi)i∈N be a sequence of distinct prime numbers and let (Li)i∈N be a sequence
of number fields satisfying the following properties:
(i) Li/Q is a cyclic Galois extension of degree pi, for each i;
(ii) the discriminants ∆Li

of the number fields Li are pairwise coprime;
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Then for all number fields K ⊆M contained in the compositum L of the Li we have

γ′(M/K) ≤ sup
i∈N
|∆Li
|1/p2i .

Proof. For I ⊆ N let LI denote the compositum of the (Li)i∈I . By (i), L/Q is Galois with Galois
group isomorphic to the procyclic group

∏∞
i=1 Z/piZ, hence every number field N contained

in L is of the form N = LIN where IN = {i : pi|[N : Q]}. For K ⊆ F ⊆ M we get
IK ⊆ IF ⊆ IM . Moreover, with M ′ := LIM IF we get that M = FM ′ and F ∩M ′ = Q, in
particular [M : F ] = [M ′ : Q]. The map F 7→ IM IF is a bijection between intermediate fields
K ⊆ F ⊆M and subsets of IM IK .

By (ii), the discriminants of the number fields F and M ′ are coprime, and therefore

|∆M | = |∆F |[M
′:Q] · |∆M ′ |[F :Q],

cf. [Nar90, Thm. 4.26]. Thus

γM(F ) =

(
|∆F |[M

′:Q] · |∆M ′|[F :Q]
) 1

[M :Q][M :F ]

|∆F |
1

[M :Q]

= |∆M ′|
1

[M′:Q]2 .

Therefore
γ′(M/K) = sup

K⊆F⊆M
γM(F ) = sup

J⊆IM IK

|∆LJ
|

1
[LJ :Q]2 .

Since (again by (ii)), LJ is the compositum of fields with pairwise coprime discriminants,

|∆LJ
| =

∏
i∈J

|∆Li
|[LJ :Li] =

∏
i∈J

|∆Li
|
[LJ :Q]

[Li:Q] ,

and thus

|∆LJ
|

1
[LJ :Q]2 =

∏
i∈J

(
|∆Li
|

1
[Li:Q]2

) [Li:Q]

[LJ :Q] ≤
(

sup
i∈N
|∆Li
|

1
[Li:Q]2

)∑
i∈J [Li:Q]∏
i∈J [Li:Q]

≤ sup
i∈N
|∆Li
|1/p2i . �

Now Theorem 2 easily follows from [CF21]:

Proof of Theorem 2. The field L with the Northcott property constructed in [CF21, §3, Proof
of Theorem 1.6] is obtained as a compositum of a sequence (Fi)i∈N of cyclic Galois extensions
of Q with [Fi : Q] = pi pairwise distinct prime numbers, |∆Fi

|1/p2i ≤ 3 (this is property (c) in
that proof) and gcd(∆Fi

,∆F1 · · ·∆Fi−1
) = 1 (this follows from property (b) in that proof and

is stated explicitly in the middle of p. 2410). Therefore, by Proposition 6 (with Li = Fi), L
satisfies

lim inf
K⊆M⊂L

γ′(M/K) ≤ 3

for every number field K contained in L. As L/Q is abelian, so is L/K. In particular, every
such M/K is Galois, hence by Corollary 5 we have that

lim inf
K⊆M⊂L

γ(M/K) = lim inf
K⊆M⊂L

γ′(M/K). �

4. PAC fields with the Northcott property revisited

Amoroso, David and Zannier asked in [ADZ14] whether there exist subfields of Q that are
pseudo-algebraically closed (PAC) and have the so-called Bogomolov property, which is a weak-
ing of the Northcott property. Pottmeyer in [Pot16, Example 3.2] constructs such fields, and
[Feh18, Prop. 1.2] gives a different construction of PAC fields that even have the stronger North-
cott property. The goal of this section is to show how this construction can be significantly
simplified.
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Lemma 7. Let K be a number field and (Li)i∈N a pairwise linearly disjoint family of proper
finite extensions of K (within Q) of the same degree. Then

lim inf
i∈N

inf
α∈Li K

h(α) =∞.

Proof. As (Li K) ∩ (Lj K) = ∅ for every i 6= j by the linear disjointness assumption, this is
an immediate consequence of Northcott’s theorem [BG06, Theorem 1.6.8] for sets of elements
of Q of bounded height and bounded degree. �

Proposition 8. For every number field K there exists an algebraic extension L/K such that
L is PAC and has the Northcott property.

Proof. Let (Cn)n∈N be an enumeration of the geometrically integral curves over K that admit a
Galois morphism πn : Cn → P1. Let K0 = K and iteratively construct Kn+1 from Kn as follows:
By Hilbert’s irreducibility theorem (e.g. in the form [FJ08, Lemma 16.2.6]), there is an infinite
sequence L1, L2, . . . of specializations of Kn(Cn)/Kn(P1) such that [Li : Kn] = deg(πn) for
every i, and the family (Li)i∈N is linearly disjoint over K. In particular, it is pairwise linearly
disjoint over K, so by Lemma 7 there is some Kn+1 := Li with infα∈Kn+1 Kn h(α) > n.

Let L :=
⋃
n∈NKn. For every n, Cn(L) ⊇ Cn(Kn+1) 6= ∅. Since every geometrically integral

curve C over K is dominated by some Cn (this follows from the so-called stability of fields
theorem [FJ08, Theorem 18.9.3]), we get that C(L) 6= ∅ for every such C. Since L/K is alge-
braic, this implies that L is PAC ([FJ08, Theorem 11.2.3]). Moreover, for every n, Northcott’s
theorem gives that

{α ∈ L : h(α) < n} ⊆ {α ∈ Kn : h(α) < n}
is finite, so L has the Northcott property. �

The first construction of a PAC field with the Northcott property in [Feh18] differs from
the short proof given here in that it needed a more elaborate version of Hilbert’s irreducibility
theorem that allowed a certain control on the ramification of the extensions Li/Kn, so that then
Widmer’s criterion could be applied to conclude that L =

⋃
n∈NKn has the Northcott property.

The short proof here needs only the existence of infinitely many linearly disjoint specializations
and can conclude with Northcott’s theorem rather than Widmer’s criterion.
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